


Our company

Established in 1993

Staff 12 peoples, most of them have security 

clearance report

National security & intelligence services, LEAs

and MoDs

NATO AQAP 2110:2016, ISO 9001:2015, 

suitable supplier to the NATO tenders

Design & integration of standard and tailor made

systems, consulting & training

Net sales income: USD 11+ million (2018)
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Competences

Telecommunication (satellite, GSM) monitoring, 

radio reconnaissance and direction finding (DF)

systems

Lawful Interception: landline, GSM monitoring 

and locating, IP processing

Special security devices and systems: audio, 

video surveillance and recording, DF, tracking

Data and information protection, equipment, 

system and technologies of TSCM

Cyber security products, services & training



Telecommunication monitoring, radio surveillance

VSAT, Thuraya, Iridium, Inmarsat, IsatPhone

Countrywide Lawful Interception (LI): landline,

mobile and IP networks

Radio monitoring and direction finding (DF)

Tactical (off-air) solutions:

- passive/active GSM monitoring                             

- IMSI, IMEI catchers



Special security solutions

Tracking systems (GPS/DF)

Audio and video recorders, transmitters

Audio and video processing software

Unmanned systems:

- UAVs

- payloads

- Ground Control Stations

- Counter-drone systems

Audio/video surveillance



Complex border control systems

Integration of different operations and solutions



Data and information protection, technical protection 

Different type of detectors for active devices and

signal analysers

Equipment against passive devices (non-linear

junction detector, camera detector)

Modular, configurable, multi-band jammers

Data and information protection

- equipment

- software



Cyber security cooperation



Cyber security and operations

GOV CERT/SOC design and training HW and SW security tools

Post gradual education and training program for IT 

security specialists responsible for governmental and 

critical infrastructure networks



Cyber security and operations



International market

Participation in defense and

security exhibitions

India: liaison office in Delhi

Joint venture with/and 

European representation of 

companies from CIS countries

Exclusive representation of

many well-known international

companies in Hungary



Relations cultivated currently




